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Tilt {112} grain boundaries (GBs) in bcc metals perform shear-coupled grain boundary migration
by the creation and glide of disconnections. Disconnection dipoles may be created at the pristine
GB at high stresses or may be generated at the core of a GB dislocation that acts as a source
of disconnections. We characterize this source in terms of its Burgers vector, denoted ~b1/−1, and
describe the mechanism that allows the source to move conservatively with the GB. The ~b1/−1 grain
boundary dislocation is created, for instance, during the absorption of a crystal dislocation by the
{112} grain boundary. In addition, ~b1/−1 accommodates {112} vicinal grain boundaries that are
formed by segments of {112} planes separated by ~b1/−1 grain boundary dislocations. The presence
of these ~b1/−1 dislocations facilitates the conservative displacement of both, the pristine and the
vicinal GBs. We show that the creation of disconnections is the key for the absorption of edge and
screw dislocations by the GB and the drag of mixed dislocations by the GB during its migration.
These conservative processes are efficient ways to accommodate plastic deformation by the growth
and shrink of {112} twins, and shear-coupled motion of the {112} GB and its vicinal GBs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grain boundary (GB) migration under stress is an im-
portant plastic deformation mechanism that has been
studied both, experimentally and by computer simulation
[1 - 15]. The migration occurs by the glide of disconnec-
tions (GB line defects with both, dislocation and step
character) along the GB [7-15]. Thus, the effectiveness
of the accommodation of plastic deformation depends on
the creation of disconnections, its glissile character and
the interaction of these disconnections with other defects
lying on the GB. Disconnections can be created, either
directly as dipoles at the GB or by defects at the GB
acting as sources of disconnections. For these sources
to be efficient, they must move together with the GB.
Whether the process is conservative or not, depends on
the crystallography of both, the GB and the source of
disconnections. The most efficient process that leads to
a shear-coupled GB migration is conservative, i.e., no
atomic diffusion is needed; moreover, the process must
be sustained by the continuous creation of disconnec-
tions. A well-known example is the shear-coupled mi-
gration of the (10-12) twin boundary that occurs in all
hcp metals [12, 13]. In the fcc metals, Combe et al [14]
studied a new GB migration mechanism through the nu-
cleation of a mobile disconnection from the sessile one in
the (410) tilt GB. Bristowe and Crocker [15] suggested in
1977 the heterogeneous creation of disconnections in a pi-
oneering study of twin boundary dislocations (referred as
twinning dislocations) in the {211} twin boundary in bcc
metals. More recently, Gumbsch and collaborators [16,
17] studied the interaction of 1/2(111) dislocations with
the {112} tilt GBs in bcc tungsten. They reported trans-
mission or absorption, depending on the character of the
dislocation, but it was not found a source of disconnec-
tions that would facilitate the continuous GB migration.

Finally, Jiang et al [18] have presented an experimental
evidence using in situ HRTEM, of the growth of deforma-
tion twins in bcc tantalum and niobium. To analyse the
growth mechanism they performed MD simulations but
only a particular case was presented where a dislocation
with Burgers vector (Bv) parallel to the interface has to
interact with a disconnection of screw orientation for the
growth to occur.

In this paper we describe, in terms of dislocation reac-
tions, based on the theory of interfacial defects [19-21],
a GB dislocation (GBD) acting as a source of disconnec-
tions that operates in the (112) tilt GB and in the GBs
vicinal to the (112) GB, i.e, GBs obtained by increasing
slightly its misorientation.

We also describe the role of this GBD on the interac-
tion of a crystal dislocation with the {112} GB. Grain
boundaries and extended intragranular defects, such as
deformation twins, limit the mobility of crystal disloca-
tions. The first stage of plastic deformation is initiated
by the motion of dislocations but the sustainability and
capacity of controlled deformation depends on the prop-
agation of slip through grains and, where appropriate,
through extended twins [22, 23].

The interactions of the family of 1/2(111) crystal dis-
locations with the (112) tilt GB in Fe are described in
detail showing that they are related to the source of dis-
connections. In this paper we prove that the mechanism
previously described for hcp and fcc metals occurs in bcc
metals indicating that it is essentially controlled by the
existence of the appropriate dislocation reactions at the
GB expressed in terms of their Burgers vectors.

The {112} tilt GB has the lowest energy among the
symmetric GBs with 〈110〉 tilt axis in bcc metals (the
atoms at the GB have the perfect coordination num-
ber) [24, 25]. Among the symmetric tilt GBs, the
Σ3{112}〈110〉 GB has a special relevance because it is
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the coherent boundary of the {112} twin, which is the
twin mode in bcc metals. The easy of twinning at high
strain rate deformation or low temperature [26] is facil-
itated by the conservative shear-coupled twin boundary
migration, as described below.

FIG. 1: (Color online)a)[1-10] projection of the dichro-
matic pattern associated with the (112) GB in Fe showing
the Burgers vectors of the GB dislocations (black) and
crystal dislocations (red and blue).b) From left to right:
decomposition of the edge dislocation(b2/0) into GBD
and disconnection; GBD and disconnection expressed as
difference of translation vectors of λ and µ crystals. Pos-
sible decomposition of the mixed dislocation (b1/0) into
two GBDs

GBs vicinal to the low index {112} GB are formed by
a {112} GB with a misorientation angle modified by a
small increment. These GBs are high index boundaries
and have higher energy formation. Under equilibrium
conditions, they relax into segments of 112 GBs sepa-

rated by GB dislocations accommodating the increase of
misorientation. They may be understood as the super-
position of 112 GB, with misorientation angle θ = 70.53◦
[24, 25], and a low angle GB formed by arrays of aligned
crystal dislocations that have relaxed into GB disloca-
tions [10].

II. GRAIN BOUNDARY DISLOCATIONS AT
THE {112} GB

According to the theory of interfacial defects [19-21,
27], GBD are related to the difference of broken symme-
tries when the GB is created by joining two crystals (λ
and µ). If ~tλ and ~tµ are broken translation symmetries,
then ~b = ~tλ−~tµ represents the Burgers vector of a possi-
ble GBD. As mentioned above, if the GBD steps the GB
it is named disconnection. In some papers, disconnec-
tions are called ‘partial dislocations’, but this notation is
not appropriate. Disconnections are ‘perfect’ in the sense
that the interfacial structure is identical on either side of
the discontinuity.

The admissible GBD for the {112} tilt GB can be iden-
tified easily using the dichromatic pattern associated to
the interface, as shown in fig. 1. This is the superposi-
tion of lattice sites of the two crystals (drawn as yellow
(λ) and black (µ)) in their tilt related orientations, with
the sites of the (112) plane of the two crystals in coinci-
dence. Thus, any lattice site of the coincident plane may
be taken as the origin of both ~tλ and ~tµ, therefore the Bvs
are represented by arrows that go from black to yellow
sites. The height of the step associated to the disconnec-
tion is h = ~n · (~tλ + ~tµ)/2 where ~n is the normal to the
GB plane. We adopt the notation ~bn/m to refer to all dis-
locations, being n and m the number of planes of λ and
µ along ~tλ and ~tµ, respectively. The crystal dislocations
residing solely in one of the crystals, for instance the λ
crystal, are denoted by ~bn/0 ( ~b2/0 and ~b1/0 in this work).
In the reactions involving dislocations, n and m are con-
served separately. The unit cells of each crystal are su-
perimposed in red (λ) and blue (µ) respectively. The
unit cell of the λ crystal contains the two Bv of bulk dis-
locations (~b2/0 = 1

2 [111]λ and ~b1/0 = 1
2 [111]λ), with edge

and mixed orientations respectively, that interact with
the GB. Fig.1 shows five examples of possible Bv of dis-
connections (black arrows). In our simulations, only dis-
connections denoted~b1/1 and~b−1/−1 have been observed;
| ~b1/1 |=

√
3

6 a0= 0.827 Å. In terms of the topological the-
ory of interfaces, they are related to the translations vec-
tors of the λ and µ crystals as: ~b1/1 = 1

2 [111]λ−[010]µ and
~b−1/−1 = [010]λ− 1

2 [111]µ. The disconnection denoted as
~bα2/2 is unstable and decomposes into two ~b1/1 that move
apart. The disconnection denoted ~bβ2/2 is sessile. Thus,
~b1/1 disconnections are glissile, they have small Bv (1/3
of the Bv of the 1/2〈111〉 bulk dislocation) and a step high
of one (112) interplanar distance, which means that no
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shuffles are required during glide [28].The resolved shear
stress is around 20MPa [29]. The GBD denoted as ~b1/−1
(encircled by blue dashed line in fig.1) has its Bv per-
pendicular to the GB and does not step the GB (h = 0).
Since we describe essentially two GBD, hereafter the one
that does not step the GB is denoted as ‘GBD’ (~b1/−1)
and the one that steps the GB is denoted as ‘disconnec-
tion’ (~b1/1 and ~b−1/−1).

III. SIMULATION METHOD

Molecular dynamics simulator LAMMPS [30] has been
applied to study the atomic scale processes at the (1-12)
GB and vicinal GBs. The simulations are performed at
T=0K. The open visualization tool OVITO is used for
visualization and analysis of atomistic simulation data
[31]. The simulation box is oriented along X = [1-1-
1]; Y = [1-12] and Z = [110] directions with respective
lengths 792.3, 283.5 and 16.13 Å and 300668 atoms. To
study the vicinal GBs the dimensions are slightly smaller:
778.3, 285.2 and 16.13 Å and 298472 atoms. The bound-
ary conditions were fixed in Y direction and periodic in
the other directions. Two rigid blocks with a thickness of
7 Å were located parallel to the GB in the Y direction.
The application of an incremental shear strain induced
the motion of the disconnections created at the GB, as
detailed below. The disconnections cross the periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) producing the annihilation
of disconnections of opposite sign. This procedure im-
pedes the pileup of disconnections at the fixed bound-
aries, therefore facilitating the continuous production of
disconnections, as detailed in the next section, and re-
lated displacement of the GB. As a previous check, fixed
BC were performed and the same mechanism of gener-
ation of disconnections was found. The difference with
PBC is that the GB is bent because only the part with
the source of disconnections is freely moving and pileup
of disconnections are formed at the fixed boundaries.

FIG. 2: Schematic of the bicrystal showing the unit cell
of the upper crystal (µ) and the disconnections dipoles
created under applied shear stress.

An Embedded Atom Method (EAM) interatomic po-
tential for bcc-Fe developed by Mendelev et al. [32] has
been used. The potential has been fitted to ab initio
data and has proven to be able to describe a large num-
ber of properties involving defects in bulk bcc-Fe, namely,

from small SIA clusters [33] to dislocations [34,35], when
compared to DFT results and also to experiments. The
accuracy of the potential in the study of tilt 〈110〉 GBs
was checked in [36]

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following we describe the mechanism of GB dis-
placement due to the presence of a GBD that acts as a
source of disconnections. Fig. 2 shows a bicrystal with
the orientation of the upper (µ) crystal indicated by the
blue unit cell, where the axis a1 and a2 point inside the
paper. The external shear stress parallel to the GB nec-
essary to create a dipole {~b1/1; ~b−1/−1} in the pristine
{112} GB is about 2.8 GPa. The strain accommodation
following the creation and glide of a disconnection dipole
produces a drop about 0.2 GPa while the GB moves one
plane upwards for σxy < 0 and downwards for σxy > 0, as
shown in fig. 2. The external stress necessary to produce
the shear coupled GB migration is reduced if the creation
of disconnections is facilitated by dislocation reactions at
the GB.

FIG. 3: (Color online) a) and b) Bicrystals showing the
glide planes of crystal dislocations. The unit cell of each
crystal is represented in red and blue respectively. In
this work, crystal dislocations are located in the upper
crystal. c) Interaction of the (112) GB with a crystal dis-
location gliding in the λ crystal: when dislocation is close
to the GB a disconnection dipole is created. d) Detail of
the pristine GB with the crystal dislocation approaching
it. e) Detail of the simulation showing the creation of the
disconnection dipole.

A. Interaction of a pristine 112 GB with a 1/2〈111〉
crystal dislocation

The GB-dislocation interaction depends on the orien-
tation and sense of the Burgers vector of the disloca-
tion.The attraction/repulsion forces acting on the crystal
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dislocation are image forces (F = ∆E
d ) due to the incre-

ment of enegy (∆E) of the system when the dislocation
is at a distance d of the GB [37]. The origin of ∆E is the
interaction of the stress field of the dislocation with the
stress field of the GB. Figs. 3a & b show two edge dislo-
cations ~b2/0 = ± 1

2 [111], denoted as ~b− and ~b+, located in
the µ and λ crystals respectively, with dislocation lines
along the tilt axis [110]. While ~b− is attracted and ab-
sorbed by the GB, the dislocation ~b+ is repelled by the
GB. The shear stresses at figs.3 push the dislocation ~b−
towards the GB. Reversing the stress would approach the
dislocation~b+ to the GB against the repulsion exerted by
the GB.

1. Interaction with edge dislocation ~b−

Let us first consider the edge dislocation, ~b−, that ap-
proaches the GB under an applied shear stress (fig.3c).
Initially the system contains a flat GB and a bulk dis-
location approaching it. When ~b− is about 1 nm from
the GB, a disconnection dipole is created, as shown in
figs. 3c&e, that glides away and moves up the GB by
one plane. Simultaneously the dislocation is absorbed by
the GB producing a drop of the shear stress ∆σxy = 0.15
GPa. When the external shear stress reaches the value
of σxy = 2.0 GPa the reactions described below occur.

FIG. 4: a) First decomposition of crystal dislocation
into a disconnection (left) and a GB dislocation (right).
Burgers circuits are indicated in red and green respec-
tively. b) Analysis of the reaction shown in a. c), e), f)
Emission of further disconnections: see steps at the GB.
d) Analysis of the reaction shown in c. g) Stress-strain
curve of the process.

Step 1: ~b2/0 decomposes into a GBD that do not step
the GB, ~b1/−1 = 1

3 [112]λ, and a ~b1/1 disconnection ac-
cording to the reaction ~b2/0 = ~b1/1 +~b1/−1 (fig. 4b). The

Burger circuits shown in fig. 4a allowed identifying in
the dichromatic pattern the disconnection ~b1/1 (red cir-
cuit) and ~b1/−1 (green circuit). A closed dashed line on
the left of fig.1 shows this reaction. The GBD ~b1/−1 has
a Bv perpendicular to the GB and cannot move along
the GB while the disconnection ~b1/1 glides to the left un-
der the applied shear strain. As shown in figs.1 and 4b,
their Bv are at 90◦ and the decomposition is energeti-
cally compatible with Frank rule: b22/0 = b21/1 + b21/−1, in
terms of the magnitudes of Bv in units of lattice param-
eters: (

√
3

2 )2 = (
√

6
3 )2 + (

√
3

6 )2. Actually, this reaction is
reversible, as shown below.

Step 2: The sessile GBD ~b1/−1 acts as a stress concen-
trator that favours the creation of dipoles {~b1/1;~b−1/−1}
that follow the reaction shown in fig. 4d: (~b−1/−1+~b1/1)+
~b1/−1 = ~b2/0 + ~b−1/−1, where ~b2/0 is created one plane
above and the ~b−1/−1 runs away towards the right. Due
to the lenght of the x direction, we can see the creation of
the dipole before the first disconnection annihilates with
one of the disconnections of the dipole, as shown in fig.
4f. All together, the GB and the crystal dislocation, ~b2/0,
have moved one plane up and the vicinity of ~b2/0 is iden-
tical as in step 1. In the simulation, due to the periodic
boundary conditions, the disconnection dipoles coalesce.
Fig.4e shows the emission of a ~b1/1 (step 1) and fig.4f
shows the emission of ~b−1/−1 (step 2), which is about
to annihilate with the image of ~b1/1 that has re-entered
into the system from the right. The stress strain curve
shown in fig.4g indicates that the creation of disconnec-
tion dipoles, and hence the coupled shear-GB motion, is
sustained once the threshold stress is reached. A drop of
stress of about 0.25 GPa is produced each time a discon-
nection dipole is created and glides away. The first drop
of stress shown in fig. 4g at a strain 0.01 corresponds to
the absorption of the crystal dislocation by the GB.

The mechanism was studied by applying strain incre-
ments of 5.618 × 10−6 followed by relaxation of the sys-
tem. A continuous production of disconnection dipoles
at the dislocation core allowed the GB to move in the Y
direction and the dislocation itself moved together with
the GB along its own glide plane.

2. Interaction with edge dislocation ~b+

If the sense of the shear is reversed, the dislocation
that moves towards the GB is ~b+ and the created dipoles
swap positions (see fig.2), then the displacement of the
GB is reversed. When ~b+ is at a distance of 4nm from
the GB, the repulsion between ~b+ and the GB provokes
a local concentration of stress in the region between the
dislocation and the GB of 2.48GPa and 2.30GPa before
and after the dipole is created, respectively. Thus, the
dislocation is not absorbed, even it does not reach the
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GB, but it facilitates the conservative displacement of
the GB downwards. In this case, the necessary external
stress to trigger the GB motion is σxy = 1.66 GPa.

Therefore, a crystal edge dislocation acts as a source of
disconnections that keeps the conservative motion of the
GB. When the {112} GB is a coherent twin boundary,
this mechanism produces either the growth or shrinkage
of the twin.

FIG. 5: GB energy of the GBs vicinal to {112} as a
function of increase of misorientation. The planes indi-
cated with Miller indexes correspond to the GBs before
relaxation into segments of {112} separated by GBDs.

3. Interaction with mixed dislocation

The second crystal dislocation studied has mixed char-
acter. It is denoted ~b1/0 in fig. 1a. Its Burgers vector
1
2 [1-11] can be described as the sum of:

√
2

2 a0 (screw:
along the tilt axis) + 0.5a0 (edge). The edge part, in
turn, is formed by a component perpendicular to the GB
and a component parallel to the GB that has a magnitude
| ~b1/1 |. Since the screw component is common to both
crystals, a hypothetical transmission of the dislocation
through the GB would need a transformation of the edge
part as shown in the diagram of fig. 1a (green dashed
circle). This implies adding 2~b1/1 (green) disconnections.
This reaction is not energetically favourable and, in fact,
there is no transmission of the mixed dislocation through
the GB. We checked it by performing several simulations
of the interaction at T=0K and T=600K; in a pristine GB
and in a GB with a source of disconnections. The DP in
fig. 1b presents another possible reaction at the GB of
the mixed dislocation. This is the decomposition into a
disconnection ~b−1/−2 stepping down the GB and a dis-
connection ~bβ2/2. This reaction does not occur either; this
is because both disconnections are sessile and they can-
not go apart. The GB attracts the mixed dislocation (of
either sense) that is attached to the GB without chang-
ing its Bv. When a disconnection sweeps the GB and

encounters the mixed dislocation, the lateral motion due
to the pass of the disconnection corresponds to the con-
tinuous motion of the mixed dislocation in its glide plane
[38]. As a result, the mixed dislocation moves along its
own glide plane together with the GB in a conservative
manner. In other words, the GB drags the dislocation.

There is a third crystal dislocation with Burgers vector
oriented along the X axis that can be understood as a
GBD with modulus exactly 3 | ~b1/1 | that could glide
along the GB. In fact, such a dislocation does not exist at
the GB because it decomposes into three disconnections
and a line defect of pure step character of three planes
high. The decomposition is consistent with Frank rule
and it follows the conservation of Bv and step high.

These results show that only one dislocation is needed
to trigger twin growth, in opposition to other proposed
mechanisms such as the double cross slip growth mecha-
nism [39] and the coalesce theory [40] that need a contin-
uous supply of crystal dislocations to keep the GB dis-
placement or the growth process of the {112} twin. The
interaction occurs in the pristine interface, no other pre-
vious steps or disconnections are needed for the reaction
to occur, as shown in fig.4. The fact that all the process is
conservative, no shuffles are needed and it is triggered by
a single dislocation, would explain the accommodation
of plastic deformation by {112} twinning at high strain
rates and low temperatures. This result proves that the
most complex reaction presented in [18] is not necessary
and would reduce the probability of the reaction. More-
over, the complementary zonal dislocation described as
1
3 〈111〉 in [18] is, in fact, a disconnection ~b2/2, therefore
a perfect GBD.

FIG. 6: (Color online) (19, 19, 40) GB vicinal to {112}.
a) GB in equilibrium formed by GBDs and segments of
{112} GB. b) Pressure map. c) GB under shear stress:
disconnections are running towards the right from one
GBD to the next. d) GB under a high strain rate: emis-
sion of a dislocation (see text for details).
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TABLE I: Parameters of the vicinal GBs to the {112}
GB. GBs indicated by: the Miller indexes of the

theoretical plane before relaxation. ∆θ is the increase of
misorientation with respect to the (112) GB; the linear

density of GBDs is number of GBD per unit length
along the X direction; the GB energy is plotted in fig. 5.

GB plane ∆θ (degrees) Linear density GB energy
of GBD (nm−1) (J/m2)

(112) 0 0 0.245
Σ1681 (23, 23, 48) -2.28 0.154 0.418
Σ1161 (19, 19, 40) -2.74 0.205 0.433

Σ417 (8, 8, 17) -3.22 0.242 0.451
Σ113 (4, 4, 9) -6.22 0.466 0.499
Σ97 (5, 5, 12) -9.51 0.711 0.570
Σ33 (2, 2, 5) -11.53 0.862 0.595

B. Grain boundaries vicinal to the {112} tilt GB:
behaviour under shear stress

The GBs vicinal to {112} GB, relax into segments of
{112} GB separated by the GBD described above, ~b1/−1.
The distance between GBDs depends on the ∆θ added to
the misorientation angle θ = 70.53◦ of the {112} tilt GB,
therefore there is a maximum ∆θ corresponding to the
minimum distance between GBDs that keeps the proper-
ties of the set of vicinal GBs. Table 1 presents the list of
vicinal GBs studied. They are indicated by: the Miller
indexes of the theoretical plane before relaxation; the
increase of misorientation with respect to the (112) GB;
the linear density of GBDs, i.e., number of GBD per unit
length along the X direction; the GB energy (see fig.5).

In fig. 6a we present the vicinal GB (19, 19, 40) corre-
sponding to ∆θ = −2.74◦. The distance between GBDs
is D = b1/−1

2sin∆θ
2

= 20
√

3
2 a0. Fig. 6b is a pressure map of

the GB showing the regions of tension (blue) and com-
pression (red) of the GBDs.

When the GB is under an applied shear stress, each
of the GBDs acts as a source of dipoles of ~b1/1 discon-
nections and the reaction shown in fig. 4d occurs at each
GBD (see fig. 6c) that transforms into: ~b2/0+~b−1/−1 The
disconnection ~b−1/−1 runs towards the next ~b2/0 disloca-
tion, that transforms back to ~b1/−1. As a result, the GB
has moved two planes up and each GBD has moved with
the GB. All together is a conservative motion that oc-
curs at a stress σxy = −1.67 GPa. The process reaches
a steady state with drops of about 0.4 GPa for each dis-
placement of the GB.

To check the efficiency of the mechanism under high
strain rates we applied ε̇ = 1010s−1. We observed that
some crystal dislocations may jump out the GB up to few
lattice parameters (see fig. 6d). At T=0K the process
is unstable and they return to the GB (stable position),
as it would happen with the dislocations that form a low
angle GB, since the GB is the position of lowest energy
for these GBDs.

The properties of the vicinal GB described above are
kept up to a distance between b1/−1 of about 5

√
3

2 a0 that
corresponds to ∆θ = −11.536◦. In fig.7a we present the
stress-strain curves for the vicinal GBs studied; the curve
for the pristine (112) GB and the (112) GB after absorp-
tion of a crystal dislocation are included for comparison.
We observe that the stress necessary to move the vicinal
GBs under a shear coupled migration up to ∆θ = −6.22◦
is lower that the stress for the pristine GB. This is due
to the presence of GBDs that act as sources of discon-
nections. For higher ∆θ the number of GBDs demands a
stress comparable to the pristine GB but the mechanism
of creation of disconnection dipoles still applies. Fig. 7b
shows the maximum stress necessary to create the dipole
of disconnections (red dots) that keeps the displacement
of the GB in a steady state and the minimum stress (blue
dots) reached after the drop due to the motion of discon-
nections. The curve has a minimum value of 1.67 GPa
for the (19,19,40) GB, for which the efficiency of discon-
nection sources is maximum.

FIG. 7: (Color online) Shear stress applied to the
{112}GB, {112}GB + 1 dislocation and its vicinal GBs.
a) Strain-stress curves. b) shear stress necessary for the
displacement of the GB (max) and shear stress after the
emission of disconnections (min) versus the increment of
misorientation defining the vicinal GBs.

Thus, GBs vicinal to {112} GB can perform a shear-
coupled GB migration more efficiently with lower stress
in a fully conservative process. In fig. 8 we present three
examples of vicinal GBs. Figs. 8a & b present GBs with
low and high GBD density, respectively. Figs. 8c & d
capture two frames of the motion of a (5,5,12) GB un-
der a strain rate of ε̇ = 1010s−1. There are two and
four steps respectively corresponding to the disconnec-
tions running towards the right. In this case, the distri-
bution of stresses is not uniform and not all sources are
activated at the same time. Even in this extreme case,
the process is fully conservative and the process at each
GBD is as described above. This implies that the role
of the ~b1/−1 GBD is important in the accommodation
of plastic deformation of polycrystalline metals with bcc
structure because it concerns the conservative growth of
twins, the conservative displacement of 112 GBs and all
its vicinal GBs.
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FIG. 8: a) (19,19,40) GB b) (2,2,5) GB c) & d) snap-
shots of (5,5,12) under high strain rate: inhomogeneous
creation of disconnections.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We describe a mechanism of plastic deformation in bcc
metals associated to the shear-coupled grain boundary
migration of the {112} tilt GB and the GBs vicinal to
the {112} GB. The mechanism is directly applicable to
the {112} twin boundary and governs the growth and
shrinkage of the twin.

The shear coupled GB migration is produced by the
creation and glide of disconnections. These disconnec-
tions may be created directly at the pristine GB or may
be created, at lower stress, by a source of disconnections,
which is the GBD ~b1/−1 described in this work. This
GBD is created at the GB by the interaction of the GB
with an edge dislocation with Burgers vector ~b = 1

2 〈111〉.
Moreover, this GBD appears at the GBs vicinal to the
{112} GB due to the relaxation of the GB into segments

of {112} orientation separated by ~b1/−1 GBDs. Under
stress, these GBD act as sources of disconnections and
the vicinal GB is displaced by the same mechanism. The
fact that the crystal dislocation decomposes, in a re-
versible way, into ~b1/−1 plus the disconnection responsi-
ble for the motion of the GB is essential to have a conser-
vative process. Thus, the mechanism described accom-
modates efficiently plastic deformation since no residual
defects are left behind in the displacement of the GBs and
no atomic diffusion is needed during the whole process.

Finally, the interaction of the symmetric {112}〈110〉
tilt GB with the family of 1

2 〈111〉 crystal dislocations
depends on the orientation of the dislocation.While the
edge dislocation produces a source of disconnections, the
mixed dislocation keeps its own Burgers vector and it is
dragged by the GB during its shear-coupled GB migra-
tion. Both dislocations are absorbed by the GB and no
transmission to the next grain is produced.

To conclude, the (112)GB and vicinal GBs accommo-
date plastic deformation by shear-coupled GB migration.
The same mechanism is applied to the growth and shrink
of (112) twins.
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